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Thank you for choosing the “Climate Manager” 

This manual should enable you to use your machine to full satisfaction. 

Every effort has been made to provide you with maximum performance, 

ergonomics and benefits from this premium quality product. 

Version History: 
03-04-2020 Initial version V1.0 for software version V102.005 
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This document describes the installation, service and configuration of the Climate 

Manager GP4116 with TIO and DIO. It is a technical manual for the equipment 

manufacturer. For the normal operation of this equipment we refer to the user manual. 

You can use parts of this manual for the manual that you supply with the equipment. 

 

REMARK: CasCade strongly advises you read this manual    

  thoroughly before starting up the system. This can    

  prevent damage and a dangerous situation for yourself   

  and the end user of the equipment. 

 

WARNING: The configuration/setup must be performed by     

  technically educated personnel. This can prevent    

  damage and a dangerous situation for yourself and the   

  end user of the equipment. 

 

WARNING: Do not connect an external +24VDC power source to the 12VDC  

  voltage pulse outputs driving solid state relays. This will damage the 

  outputs. Both the + and – signal of the corresponding outputs  

  (channel 1/3) can directly drive the A1(+) and A2(-) control signals of  

  the solid state relay. 

 
This system consists of: 

1x Pro-face GP4116 touchpanel with COM1 3 wire RS-485 interface 
1x  RKC SRZ-TIOA 4 channel or 2 channel TIOB ( temperature control module with the 
following configuration: 
 CH1:  Temperature control test chamber 

Temperature measurement test chamber 3-wire Pt100 
Control output: voltage pulse/SSR output (heat). This output has a +/- 
signal that directly drives the A1(+)/A2(-) of the solidstate relay used for 
heating. So don’t use an extra 24VDC signal on the + of the control output, 
that will damage it. 

 CH2:  Temperature measurement compressor 3-wire Pt100 
  Control output: dry relay contact (cool), this is controlled by the sensor of  
  channel CH1 and acts als the cool-side of the heat/cool temperature control 
  of the test chamber. 
 TIOA (2 channel TIOB without humidity control) 

CH3: Humidity control test chamber 
  RH% measurement test chamber 2-wire 4-20mA 4mA=0.0%    
  20mA=100.0% 

Control output: voltage pulse/SSR output (humidify, increase RH%). This 
output has a +/- signal that directly drives the A1(+)/A2(-) of the solidstate 
relay used for heating. So don’t use an extra 24VDC signal on the + of the 
control output, that will damage it. 

 CH4: Pressure measurement compressor 2-wire 4-20mA. 4mA=-1Bar   
  20mA=25Bar. 

Control output: dry relay contact (de-humidify, decrease RH%), this is 
controlled by the sensor of channel CH3 and acts als the de-humidify-side 
of the RH%+/RH%- humidity control of the test chamber. 
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1x Optional: RKC-SRZ-DIO 8x digital input 24VDC, 8x dry relay contact with 2 
 common signals, 1 for DO1-4 and 1 for DO5-8. 
 24VDC digital inputs 
 DI1: DISCHARGE PRESSURE OK (1=OK) 
 DI2: TESTSPACE TEMP OK (1=OK) 
 DI3: HUMIDIFIER OK (1=OK) 
 DI4: DOOR CLOSED (1=CLOSED) 
 COMMON SIGNAL FOR DI1-DI4 
 DI5: THERMAL PROTECTION TEST SPACE HEATER OK (1=OK) 
 DI6: THERMAL PROTECTION COMPRESSOR MOTOR OK (1=OK) 
 DI7: THERMAL PROTECTION TEST SPACE FAN OK (1=OK) 
 DI8: THERMAL PROTECTION EDGE HEATER OK (1=OK) 
 COMMON SIGNAL FOR DI5-DI8 
  

24VDC digital output signals. It is strongly advised to use extra 24VDC auxiliary 
 relays since the contacts of these signals cannot handle high current loads. 
 DO1: ALARM ON (1=ON) 
 DO2: SIDE HEATING ON (1=ON) 
 DO3: TEMPERATURE CONTROL ON (1=ON) 
 DO4: CLIMATE CONTROL ON (1=ON) 
 COMMON SIGNAL FOR DO1-DO4 
 DO5: SUCTION PRESSURE PROTECTION ON (1=ON) 
 DO6: SUCTION AXLE COOLING ON (1=ON) 
 DO7: TESTSPACE FAN ON 
 DO8: SPARE 
 COMMON SIGNAL FOR DO5-DO8 
 
Warning: Only when the hardware configuration (check the RKC configuration code  
  on the side of the TIO/DIO) corresponds with the setup and    
  options chosen for input/outputs during the setup procedure,   
  will the initround be finished fully and correctly. 

 

 

Care has been taken for the correctness of this manual. When there should be errors in this manual, CasCade, nor her 

employees, can be held responsible for any consequential damage that could be caused by this. 
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READ THIS FIRST 

Explanation of symbols  

The following signs have been used throughout this manual to draw your attention. 

 

 
Hint: Useful hints for ease of operation. 

 Printed in Blue. 
 

 

 
Info: Information you should know to fully understand your system and 

benefit from its properties. Printed in green. 
 

 
Warning:  Read these important messages before executing the desired 

operation.  
Printed in red. 

 

 
Warning:  Read these important messages before executing the desired 

operation.  
Printed in red. 
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Touchscreen introduction 

Your machine has been equipped with a “Human Machine Interface” or HMI or -more popular 
called-: A touch screen. 
If you are familiar with touch screen operation, found nowadays on modern cell phones, 
navigation systems, informational displays etc. you may want to skip this section. If however, 
this is the first time you are using a touch screen, please keep in mind that in contradiction with 
older fashioned operating panels utilizing mechanical buttons, lamps and displays, both the 
displays and images on a touch screen can be interactive too, meaning they will react on a 
touch by your finger. The interface on the touch screen is optimized for ergonomic operation. In 
practice this means that all objects are positioned and sized such, that they can be touched 
easily with your finger without the need for a stylus or precise positioning. A soft tipped stylus 
can be used if preferred, but is normally not required for proper operation.  
 
Touching objects on a touch screen can be compared with a mouse-click on a computer screen. 
Based on the shown graphical user interface and your finger’s position on the screen, the 
system can determine what action it should take when an object is touched.  

 

 
To prevent accidental, unwanted actions some objects may require a prolonged 
touch, meaning you should keep your fingers pressed longer on a certain object 

(like a button or display) to invoke the required action. 
 
Example : The ON/OFF button to start the control of the temperature on the operation screen 
requires a prolonged touch for about 1 sec. 

Touchscreen maintenance  

 

IMPORTANT - READ THIS FIRST 
Never operate a machine until you have fully understood it’s safe working 

conditions and operating principles. 
Never operate the machine unless you are authorized to do so 
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NORMAL EVERY DAY USAGE 
 

Your touch screen utilizes a sensitive touch mechanism. The technique used provides reliable 
operation, even when the screen is modestly covered with moist and dirt. It also allows the wear 
of rubber gloves. And even under these conditions it should normally react already on a gentle 
touch. 

 

 
Some buttons may require a prolonged touch to prevent unwanted actions. 

If the touch screen fails to respond, ask yourself first whether you have applied a valid 
command. If in doubt, you could check the responsiveness of the touch screen by using other 
commands. 

 
Each valid command will invoke a short beep, confirming the reception of the touch. However, 
whether or not the actual action is performed depends also on other conditions 

 
Avoid applying excessive force on the touch screen and never use sharp or hard 

objects (e.g. nails, tools, kitchenware or a pencil) to operate it ! 
In either case you might damage the screen and void your warranty. 

Touchscreen cleaning 

Your touch screen is provided with a durable front sheet which is water, oil and fat resistant. The 
best way to clean the front sheet is with a soft, lukewarm and mildly moist cloth. 
Special, disposable front cover protection sheets that will reinforce and protect your touch 
screen, are available through your dealer. 

 
Never use solvents (e.g. thinner, tri, turpentine) hot water, soda, abrasives or 

other aggressive matter for cleaning. 
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1. CONNECT TIO/DIO MODULES 

This part describes how to connect all signals to the TIO and, if present DIO modules. 

1.1 Power and communication signals 

 

Please remove the left-most TIO from the backplane. You can also remove the cabling 
protection cover from the connection screws. 
 
On the first (most left) TIO module (channel 1-4) you must connect the +24VDC power supply 
and the RS-485 communication line (connected to COM 2 on the touchscreen) to the backplane 
behind the TIO. We strongly advise Lapp Unitronic Bus LD cable 2x2x0.22mm2 , article 
number 2170204 for this. This cable is available in reels from various suppliers but also 
per meter from Conrad electronic. This cable is 120 ohm impedance corrected and is 
specifically developed for Modbus. 

 

 
Please regard the polarity of the +24VDC signals!!! 

 
Number on the backplane Description 

1 +24VDC 

2 0VDC 

3 RS-485 T/R (A) brown wire 

4 RS-485 T/R (B) white wire 

5 RS-485 SG green wire 

 

 
You don’t have to connect 24VDC power and communication signals to the next 

TIO and DIO modules. The power supply and communication signals are internally 
transferred via the backplane so you only need to connect +24VDC/0VDC to the 1st 

(leftmost) TIO module and NOT  to the backplane of the DIO module. 

 

 
We strongly advise that you don’t use the backplane for bridging the 24VDC lines 

to other modules in the system. This can cause irreparable damage to the 
backplane and/or modules.  
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1.2 RS-485 communication termination resistor 

To enable a reliable communication between the touchscreen and the modules, you need to 
add a 120 ohm termination resistor between the T/R(A) and T/R(B) line. (brown and white wire). 
This must be done on the last communication module that is connected to the communication 
line. 
 

Touchscreen side COM 1 

 

 

Bus termination resistor 120ohm 

0.25W on the last TIO/DIO module 

between 3 and 4 op backplane) 

 

 
Watch out with the 24VDC signals, never connect them to the RS-485 

communication signals! This can result in irrepairable damage to the TIO module. 
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1.3 Sensors and control outputs (TIO module) 

Check the diagram below, here you can see where the sensors and output signals must be 
connected on the TIO module.  

 
Right top of the TIO module is channel 1, right bottom channel 2, left top channel 

3 and left bottom channel 4. 
 

 

Shown here is a TIO-A 

module with 4 channels, 

so 4 green connectors. 

One connector per 

channel. When you have 2 

channel TIO-B you have 

only 2 connectors on the 

right side) 

 

Look on the side of the 

module, it shows an 

electrical diagram of the 

connections for reference 

purposes. 
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The connection numbers of channel 1 and 2 (right side of the TIO module) are 
increasing from bottom to the top . For the channels 3 and 4 the numbers of the 

connectors are decreasing when looking from bottom to the top. 
Watch very carefully before connecting and check this with the side connection 

diagram on the side of the TIO. 
 
 

Detailed channel description TIO: 
 
Channel 1  Temperature sensor test space 3-wire Pt100 input and solid state  
   output for test space heater (heat side of temperature control) 
   Connect to CN1 (right top) connector). 

Regard numbers carefully to prevent wrong polarity and possible  
 damage to the module. 

    
  
 OUT1: Solid state control signal (voltage pulse) +12VDC. 
 Connect OUT1+ (CN1-5) to A1 and OUT1- (CN1-4) to A2 of 
 solid state relay driving the test space heating element 
 
 WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT SEPARATE +24VDC   
   AUXILIARY SIGNAL TO OUT1 BECAUSE  
   IRREPAIRABLE DAMAGE CAN OCCUR. 
 
 RTD input CH1:  temperature control feedback for test space 
    Connect 3-wire Pt100 to CN1-1-2-3  

 
 
 

 
Channel 2  Temperature sensor compressor 3-wire Pt100 input and dry relay  
   contact for test space cooler (cool side of temperature control). 
   Connect to CN2 (right bottom connector). 

Regard numbers carefully to prevent wrong polarity and possible  
 damage to the module. 

 
OUT2: Dry relay contact control signal for test space cooler. 

 Use this signal to control an extra auxiliary relay since these 
 contacts cannot handle high currents or inductive loads. Only 
 switch 24VDC and not 230VAC otherwise damage to the system 
 can occur that can result in irrepairable damage that is outside 
 the warranty. 
  
  
 RTD input CH2: temperature measurement for compressor
    temperature 
    Connect 3-wire Pt100 to CN2-1-2-3 
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Please note, that the following part (ch3/4) is only for a TIOA 4 channel module): 
 
Channel 3  Humidity control test chamber 2 wire 4-20mA input and solid state  
   output for humidity increase (RH% increase) 
   Connect to CN3 (left top) connector). 

Regard numbers carefully to prevent wrong polarity and possible  
 damage to the module. 

 
Current input CH3:  humidity control feedback 

    Connect 2-wire 4-20mA signal to CN3-1-2.
    CN3-2: + signal of 4-20mA sensor 
    CN3-1: - signal of 4-20mA sensor 

 
 
OUT3: Solid state control signal (voltage pulse) +12VDC. 

 Connect OUT3+ (CN3-5) to A1 and OUT3- (CN3-4) to A2 of 
 solid state relay driving the humidifier 
 
 WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT SEPARATE +24VDC   
   AUXILIARY SIGNAL TO OUT1 BECAUSE  
   IRREPAIRABLE DAMAGE CAN OCCUR. 

  
 
Channel 4  Pressure compressor 2 wire 4-20mA input and dry relay   
   contact for humidity decrease (RH% decrease of humidity control). 
   Connect to CN4 (left bottom connector) 

Regard numbers carefully to prevent wrong polarity and possible  
 damage to the module. 
 

 
Current input CH4:  Pressure measurement compressor 

    Connect 2-wire 4-20mA signal to CN4-1-2.
    CN4-2: + signal of 4-20mA pressure sensor 
    CN4-1: - signal of 4-20mA pressure sensor 
 

 
OUT4: Dry relay contact control signal for de-humidifier (RH% 

 decrease). Use this signal to control an extra auxiliary relay since 
 these  contacts cannot handle high currents or inductive loads. 
 Only switch 24VDC and not 230VAC otherwise damage to the 
 system can occur that can result in irrepairable damage that is 
 outside the warranty. 
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1.4 Digital outputs (DIO module) 

This part of the manual describes the signals on the DIO digital input/output module. 
 
The digital outputs on the DIO modules are fitted with potential free dry contacts. These 
contacts are divided in two groups, group 1: DO1-4 and group 2: DO5-8. Each group has 1 
central common line. 
 

Here you see the principle-schematic diagram. You need to connect the 

common (COM) line for each group. Example: when you want to switch 

230VAC AC signals with output DO1-8 you need to connect both COM 

lines and connect them to 1 side of the AC-power supply. The output 

signals of the DIO module go to the A1 control-point of the 230Vac 

power relay you want to switch. The A2 side of the control-point of the 

relay goes to the other side of the 230VAC. 

 

Other example, when you want to switch DO1-4 with 24VDC and 230VAC with DO5-8 you need 
to connect the COM line of DO1-4 to +24VDC and the COM line of DO5-8 to 230VAC. 
 
The outputs of the DIO modules are coded as follows: 

 

 
The digital outputs are on the right-hand side of the DIO 

module. 
Right-top you find DO1-4 and right-bottom DO5-8. 

To the left side of the module are the digital inputs. 
 
 

Look on the side of the module, it shows an electrical 

diagram of the connections for reference purposes. 

 
The connection numbers of digital output channels 1 to 8 (right side of the TIO 

module) are increasing from bottom to the top (CN1&CN2) .  
For the digital input channels 1 to 8 the numbers of the connectors are decreasing 

when looking from bottom to the top. 
Watch very carefully before connecting and check this with the side connection 

diagram on the side of the DIO.  
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It is strongly advised to only switch 24VDC signals with the DIO module since 

there is a possibility that a too high voltage (because of inductance load 
switching) can cause a higher voltage than nominal that can jump over the 

contacts to the internal bus system and damage both the TIO + DIO. 

 

 
It is strongly advised to use extra auxiliary relays connected to the DIO module 
digital outputs since the contacts of the relays are not sufficient for switching 
large loads. Extra relays also help to keep higher voltages away from the IO 

system. They also help in a more serviceable system for the service engineer. 

 
 
Detailed description of DIO digital output signals, on the RIGHT of the DIO module, 
connector CN1: DO1-DO4 and CN2: DO5-DO8. 

 

 
  
 
 
 
CN1-5:COM  connect to +24VDC 
CN1-4:DO1 ALARM ON (1=ON) 
CN1-3:DO2 SIDE HEATING ON (1=ON) 
CN1-2:DO3 TEMPERATURE 

CONTROL ON (1=ON) 
CN1-1:DO4 CLIMATE CONTROL ON (1=ON) 
 
 
CN2-5:COM connect to +24VDC 
CN2-4:DO5 SUCTION PRESSURE   
  PROTECTION ON (1=ON) 
CN2-3:DO6 SUCTION AXLE COOLING  
  ON (1=ON) 
CN2-2:DO7 TESTSPACE FAN ON (1=ON) 
CN2-1:DO8 SPARE 

 
 
All digital output signals can be controlled by manual operation for service checking in a special 
DIO testscreen in the advanced settings of the touchscreen. 
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1.5 Digital inputs (DIO module) 

This part of the manual describes the signals on the DIO digital input/output module. 
 

 
Here you find the principle diagram of the digital inputs, also here it is important to connect the 
COM common signals to +24VDC. 
 
In order to activate a signal, the specific DI1-8 signal on the DIO input module must be 
connected to 0VDC, you can verify this by looking at the drawing above, connecting for example 
DI1 to 0VDC will create a circuit that activates the optocoupler which in turn will send the signal 
to the CPU. 
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Here is a detailed description of the digital input signals on the LEFT side of the DIO 
module, please note that the numbering is different in order from the outputs on the 
right!!! 

 
CN3-1:DI4  DOOR CLOSED  
  (1=CLOSED) 
CN3-2:DI3 HUMIDIFIER OK (1=OK) 
CN3-3:DI2 TEST SPACE  
  TEMPERATURE OK  
  (1=OK) 
CN3-4:DI1 DISCHARGE PRESSURE 
  OK (1=OK) 
CN3-5:COM Connect to +24VDC 
 
CN4-1:DI8 THERMAL PROTECTION
  EDGE HEATER OK  
  (1=OK) 
CN4-2:DI7 THERMAL PROTECTION
  TEST SPACE FAN OK 
  (1=OK) 
CN4-3:DI6 THERMAL PROTECTION
  COMPRESSOR MOTOR 
  OK (1=OK) 
CN4-4:DI5 THERMAL PROTECTION
  TEST SPACE HEATER 
  OK (1=OK) 
CN4-5:COM Connect to +24VDC 

 
* An external power supply of 24 V DC is required for the voltage contact input. 
 
All digital input signals can be checked for switching on/off in a special DIO testscreen in the 
advanced settings of the touchscreen. 
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2. SET HARDWARE CONFIGURATION OF 

TIO/DIO MODULES 

 

The rotating switches on the modules must be set as follows (from left to right): 

 
Module TIO-1 TIO-2 TIO-3 DIO-4 

Address that 
must be set on 
the rotating 
switch 

0 1 2 0 

Modbus 
communication 
address 

1 2 3 17 

 

Please note that the current system consists of 1x TIO1 and 1x DIO.  

 
The TIO/DIO modules only accept the new setting after a power cycle 
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On the side of the TIO/DIO modules you will find a small dipswitch with 8 switches, this must be 
set to the same setting for each module: 38400 bps, 8-bit, no parity, 1 stop-bit and Modbus 
protocol.  

 

 
Use a very small watch-makers screw-driver to change these settings, since these 

very small switches are easily damaged and cannot be repaired easily 

 
Below you see the factory default setting: 
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Here is a view on the module from the side directly on the dip switches with the same settings. 

 
 
In the table below you see the needed settings for the Climate Manager. You must adjust these 
settings for all TIO and DIO modules. These settings are all the same for all these modules. 

 

Dipswitch Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Position on on off off on on off off 

 
 

 
The TIO/DIO modules only accept the new setting after a power cycle 
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3. CONNECT TOUCHSCREEN 

3.1 Power supply connector 

The touchscreen must be supplied with 24VDC. This must be connected to the power supply 
connector of the touchscreen. 

 

 
Please regard the polarity of the +24VDC signals!!! This is also marked on the 

touch screen. The incorrect connection of the power supply can result in 
irrepairable damage that is outside the normal warranty. 

 

 

 

 
The FG (functional ground) must also be connected to the central PE (protective 

earth) connection of the unit. This can prevent damage to the touchscreen in case 
of an electrostatic discharge. 
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3.2 RS-485 communication connector 

Connect the RS-485 communication port (COM1 on the touchscreen) with 9 pole rectangular 
connector that is supplied with the GP4116 touchscreen. 
 

 

To the left you see the connections on the TIO backplane (you can click the TIO away from its 
backplane. Below the back TIO on the back plane, you will find the connections. 
 
Note that on the TIO module, you connect: 
 

Brown wire to T/R(A) 3 

White wire to T/R(B) 4 

Green wire to SG 5 

 
The 120ohm bus-termination resistor (normal 1/4W 120ohm resistor, can be ordered 
everywhere) must be connected between the T/R(A) and T/R(B) communication lines on the 
last module in the communication line, in this case the DIO on the right side, between 
T/R(A):3 and T/R(B):4.  
 
When using 1 or more TIO modules and 1 DIO module, you must connect the communication 
cable to the first leftmost TIO ( with rotating switch set to 0) and the bus-termination resistor to 
the rightmost DIO module (last module on the communication line). So you only need to 
connect the communication cable to the left TIO module and not the DIO module. 
 
Connect the screen of the cable to FG. 
 
Check the drawing above, you need to make 2 bridge wires (the red and blue wire on the 
drawing) to get the communication working. 
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4. STARTING FOR THE FIRST TIME 

When the Climate Manager starts it will first try to communicate with the first TIO module (so 
they must be connected properly). When this test fails an error screen will appear with advice on 
how to check the problem: 

 
 
 

Here is some advice on what to check when this screen appears: 
 

Check the rotating switch with the TIO address. The left is for the first TIO (channels 1-4) and 
must be 0 (internally converted to Modbus address 1). 
The right one is for the second TIO (channel 5-6 or 5-8 respectively, depending on Heat  

 
Watch out: when using external signaling modules (DIO modules), the first DIO module must 
ALSO have the rotating switch set to address 0 (internally converted to Modbus address 17). 
The second DIO module must have address 1 (internally converted to Modbus address 18) etc. 
 
Also check the small dip-switches on the side of the TIO and DIO modules (you have to remove 
them from the DIN-rail backplane to check, otherwise you cannot see them).  
Put them in the configuration shown above (this is for setting the communication speed to 
38400bps, no parity, 8 data-bits, 1 stop-bit and Modbus communication protocol). 
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When all these settings are correct you need to check the wiring from the COM1 communication 
port of the touchscreen to the 1st TIO module on the left. It sometimes helps to swap the A and 
B line (see bottom of TIO module backplane). 

 
Make sure there is 24VDC present on the TIO modules. You can check this by looking at the 
green FAIL/RUN light on the TIO/DIO module: this should be continuously on. 

 
Also check if a 120 ohm resistor is present between the A and B communication line on the 
LAST module in the communication line (in this case, the DIO on the right). Otherwise 
communication errors are possible. 

 
Check the green led indicators on the TIO modules (Rx/Tx), they must flash green. The 
FAIL/RUN light on the TIO modules must be continuously on. 
 
Check that the two wire bridges are present on the GP4116 connector. 

 
You need to power-cycle the GP4116 touchscreen to recover from this error, or 

follow extra advice below 
 
 
Here are some extra things you can do from this screen: 

 
 
By pushing on the hidden button in the left top of the screen, you can reset the GP4116 
touchscreen. Push in the green square and keep it pressed for more than 5 seconds to restart 
the screen. 
 
[INFO]   By pushing on the INFO button a screen will appear with information of  
   the equipment supplier 
[CABLING INFO] This shows this screen with cabling information for reference (same as in  
   chapter 3.2) 
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By pushing [INFO] the following screen will appear: 

 
 
The screen shows the contact address for service, including the installed firmware version of the 
software and the error code. This can help in quickly identify a specific problem because a 
customer can more easily tell a specific error code number than trying to describe the problem 
itself. 
 
By pushing in the position of the rectangles on the screen, for more than 5 seconds, you can 
invoke various functions to help you recover when a problem occurs: 
 
[GREEN]  Go to the test DIO (digital IO) screen 
[RED]   Restart the init procedure (in case you made a faulty selection) 
[YELLOW]  Perform a restart of the touchscreen 
[ORANGE]  Go to the advanced settings screens (to disable checks on specific  
   sensors to enable testing of another part of the system) 
[BLUE]   Go to the test TIO (analog IO, temperature and RH control) screen 
[BACK]  Return to the previous screen (in this case the error screen) 
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5. INITIAL SETUP 

When the Climate Manager touchpanel starts for the 1st time you need to select a few options to 
configure it. This screen also shows the current software version. You can also verify it later on 
the startup screen and on the info information screen (accessible from the main menu). 
 

 
Only execute this procedure when you are familiar with the  

setup procedure of the Climate Manager.  
Otherwise possible damage to the system and/or a dangerous situation can occur. 

 
 

 
 
First select the language you wish to use: 
 
[ENGLISH]   Use English language 
[GERMAN[   Use German language (not implemented yet) 
[DUTCH]   Use Dutch language 
[FRENCH]   Use French language (not implemented yet) 
 
The language you selected starts to flash. When the selection is ok, you can push the [NEXT] 
button to continue to the next setup screen. 
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Set the correct time & date (used for recording temperatures and running week cycle profile). 
Push the value that must be changed and enter the correct value. 
 
[BACK]   Go to the previous screen 
 
When the selection is ok, you can push the [NEXT] button to continue to the next setup screen. 
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The Climate Manager asks you to select the type of application you wish to use. 

 

First select if you have a PHARMA CHAMBER (heat/cool with humidity control) or a simple 

temperature chamber with only heat/cool [1x HEAT/COOL].  

The PHARMA CHAMBER uses a 4-channel TIOA module, the 1x heat/cool a 2 channel TIOB. 

 

You can also select if you want to work with a fixed set value, time cycle or week cycle profiler 

for both temperature and humidity 

 

[BACK] Back to the previous setup screen 

[NEXT]  Go to the next setup screen 
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Select whether the temperature and/or humidity control must automatically restart after 

recovering from a power failure. 

 

[REMAIN OFF]  When restarting after a power failure, both the temperature and 

    humidity control will be switched off always so the operator must 

    restart them manually. 

[YES, RESTART]  When the temperature and/or humidity control were on, before the 

    power failure occurred, they will be restarted after the power is  

    restored on the touchscreen. 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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Select the temperature sensor type of the test space. Further types can be added later when 

supported by the TIO module. 

 

[RTD PT100]  3-wire RTD Pt100 

[TC TYPE K]  Type K thermocouple 

[TC TYPE J]  Type J thermocouple 

[BACK]  Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]   Go to next setup screen 

 

 

 
 

Select if heating control is present in the system. In this application we have a heat/cool control 

of the test space so heating is always present. 

 

[BACK]  Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]   Go to next setup screen 
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Select the output type used for heating control 

 

[ELECTR SSR]  Voltage pulse +12VDC output that drives A1/A2 24VDC inputs of 

    the solid state relay without the need of an external +24VDC  

    signal. Default cycle time is 2 seconds. 

[ELECTR RELAY]  Dry contact relay output. Use an extra external auxiliary relay  

    since the control relay of the module itself cannot drive high  

    current and/or inductive loads. Use these control relays of the  

    module only to switch +24VDC signals. The cycle time used for 

    controlling will be 20 seconds because a faster rate will damage 

    relay contacts too soon. 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 

 

The cycle times are adjustable later in the advanced settings.  
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Select if cooling control is present in the system. Some chambers have only heating so here it is 

possible to disable cooling control for a chamber that only uses heating. 

 

The application is currently set fixed to a heat/cool temperature control, this can be changed in 

the future. 

 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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Select the output type used for cooling control 

 

[ELECTR SSR]  Voltage pulse +12VDC output that directly drives A1/A2 24VDC  

    inputs of the solid state relay without the need of an external  

    +24VDC signal. Default cycle time is 2 seconds. 

[ELECTR RELAY]  Dry contact relay output. Use an extra external auxiliary relay  

    since the control relay of the module itself cannot drive high  

    current and/or inductive loads. Use these control relays of the  

    module only to switch +24VDC signals. The cycle time used for 

    controlling will be 20 seconds because a faster rate will damage 

    relay contacts too soon. 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 

 

The cycle times are adjustable later in the advanced settings.  
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Select if humidity control is present in the system. For this a 4 channel module (TIO-A) will be 
necessary.  
Currently the application is developed for a heat/cool control on channels 1 & 2 and a humidity 
control on channels 3 and 4.  
 
[NO RH%]   No humidity control present 
[YES RH%]   Humidity control present (uses TIOA ch3/4) 
[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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Select the sensor type used for the measurement of the humidity. In this case the application is 
set fixed to a 4-20mA humidity sensor, that gives 0.0% humidity at 4mA and 100.0% humidity at 
20mA. This can be changed in the future. 
 
[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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Select the output type of the humidifier (humidity increase) 

 
[ELECTR SSR]  Voltage pulse +12VDC output that drives A1/A2 24VDC inputs of 

    the solid state relay without the need of an external +24VDC  

    signal. Default cycle time is 2 seconds. 

[ELECTR RELAY]  Dry contact relay output. Use an extra external auxiliary relay  

    since the control relay of the module itself cannot drive high  

    current and/or inductive loads. Use these control relays of the  

    module only to switch +24VDC signals. The cycle time used for 

    controlling will be 20 seconds because a faster rate will damage 

    relay contacts too soon. 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 

 

The cycle times are adjustable later in the advanced settings.  
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Select the output type of the de-humidifier (humidity decrease) 

 

[ELECTR SSR]  Voltage pulse +12VDC output that drives A1/A2 24VDC inputs of 

    the solid state relay without the need of an external +24VDC  

    signal. Default cycle time is 2 seconds. 

[ELECTR RELAY]  Dry contact relay output. Use an extra external auxiliary relay  

    since the control relay of the module itself cannot drive high  

    current and/or inductive loads. Use these control relays of the  

    module only to switch +24VDC signals. The cycle time used for 

    controlling will be 20 seconds because a faster rate will damage 

    relay contacts too soon. 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 

 

The cycle times are adjustable later in the advanced settings.  
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Select if 1 or 2 chambers must be controlled. Currently the application is set fixed to 1 chamber. 

This can be changed in the future. 

 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 

 

 
 

Set the maximum and minimum setvalue that the operator is allowed to enter in the 

touchscreen. This can be set for temperature and RH%. 

 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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Set the maximum temperature guards for the test space temperature sensor and the 

compressor temperature sensor. When the measured value(s) exceed these values an alarm 

screen will appear and both the temperature and or humidity control will be switched off (this 

can be changed to leave them on in advanced settings). 

 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 

 

 
 

Select if a DIO digital input/output module is present in the system. This is used for 

controlling/monitoring various digital signals. Select always yes for the Pharma application. 

 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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Select if a Pt100 compressor temperature measurement and/or a compressor 4-20mA pressure 

measurement (4mA=-1Bar, 20mA=25Bar) is present in the system. 

 

When necessary, the sensor can be disabled if not present in the system. 

 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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Select what the system must do when the door is opened (digital door signal=0) Only present 

when DIO IO module for compressor control present and selected. 

 

[NO ACTION]  Leave temperature and humidity control on when door opens 

[OFF DOOR OPN] Put temperature and humidity control in standby when door opens, when 

   door closes they become active again. 

[BACK]  Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]   Go to next setup screen 
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Select if the digital signals for thermal protection of the compressor motor and test space fan 

must be guarded (1=ok, 0=control off and alarm screen) Only present when DIO IO module 

for compressor control present and selected. 

 

 

[NO DISABLED]  Don’t look at the IO bit 

[YES PRESENT]  Digital input signal must remain on (1) to prevent error screen 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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Select if the digital signals for thermal protection of the edge heating and test space heater must 

be guarded (1=ok, 0=control off and alarm screen) 

 

[NO DISABLED]  Don’t look at the IO bit 

[YES PRESENT]  Digital input signal must remain on (1) to prevent error screen 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 
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You now get an overview of the selected settings and you can verify if everything is correct. If 

not, you can go back to the previous screens and make changes. 

 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[NEXT]    Go to next setup screen 

 

 
 

This is the second overview of the selected settings and you can verify if everything is correct. If 

not, you can go back to the previous screens and make changes. 

 

[BACK]   Back to previous setup screen 

[START INIT]   Start with the initround that will adjust all settings in the TIO/DIO  

    control modules according to the configuration.  

 
If the TIO/DIO hardware configuration (check by code on the side) is not corresponding with the 

chosen settings, a communication error and/or possible dangerous situation can occur. So 

make sure everything is set correctly before pushing the [START INIT] button. 
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If all goes correct a lot of these kind of screens will appear showing what parameter the 

touchscreen is adjusting in the TIO/DIO module(s). 

 

If all parameters are configured correctly the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Press for more than 0.5 seconds on the [RE-BOOT] button to restart the system with the 

adjusted configuration.  

 

Please note that this configuration procedure can be re-invoked from the advanced settings 

menu. 
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The Climate Manager will now try to communicate with all chosen TIO and DIO modules 
present in the system. If all goes well the operation screen will appear: 
 

 
 
For the normal operation of the equipment, we refer to the so called user-manual that is also 
available for the Climate Manager. 
 
The engineering manual will now continue with the screens that are only available for service 
and adjustment procedures for technicians doing service and maintenance on the system. 
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6. BASIC SETTINGS 

 
 

These settings are only available for technically schooled personnel. Contact the 
supplier when in doubt of some settings since changing these settings to wrong values 

can result in wrong/bad operation of the equipment, but also in damage and unsafe 
situations for the equipment and the people operating it. 

 

6.1 ACCESSING THE BASIC SETTINGS MENU 

The basic settings can be accessed as follows: 
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First select the HOME on the operation screen (middle button with the house), The menu will 
appear: 
 

 
 
Please select the [BASICS] button, the system will now ask for a level 2 password (see 
appendix). 

 
 
[BACK] Go back to the previous screen 
[PID SET] Adjust PID settings/cycle times/PVbias/max temp/filter/auto tuning/PVhi action 
[ADVANCED] Advanced settings (limits, setup parameters, analog/digital IO test screens. For  
  accessing the advanced menu a level 3 password is needed. 
[DATE&TIME] Set date & time of the real time clock 
[RE-INIT] Invoke a re-init of the system. For accessing the re-init a level 15 password is  
  needed. 
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6.2 PID SET 

 

[BACK]  Go back to previous screen 

[TEMP HEAT]  PID settings for temperature control heating side 

[TEMP COOL]  PID settings for temperature control cooling side 

[RH% HUMID+] PID settings for RH% control humidify side (increase humidity) 

[RH% HUMID-] PID settings for RH% control de-humidify side (decrease humidity) 

 

As an example we will only show the PID settings for the temperature control, heating side. The 

other channels work in the same way. 
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6.2.1 PID SETTINGS TEMPERATURE CONTROL HEATING 

 

[BACK]  Go back to previous screen 

[P-BAND]  Proportional band. When temperature is used it is in °C and when % is  

   used (for RH% control) it is in % 

[I-TIME]  Integral time in seconds 

[D-TIME]  Differential time in seconds 

[NEXT]   Go to next PID screen 

Note: after changing a value a kind of mini initround starts to write the new changed values  

 into all 8 areas of the TIO controller 

 
[BACK]  Go back to previous screen 

[DEFAULT PID] Set all PID settings back to its defaults 

[PR CYC TIME] Control cycle time, 2 seconds for solid state relay control and 20 seconds  

   for normal dry contact relay. 

[CALIBRATION] Calculator for adjusting PVbias/PVratio 

[NEXT]   Go to next PID screen 
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When you push [CALIBRATION PVBIAS/RATIO] the following screen will appear: 
 

 
 
This is the calibration screen for calculating the PVbias and PVratio settings, based on the zero 
and span calibration points. 
 
The original values (Zero org and Span org) are taken from the setvalue limits (minimum and 
maximum allowed setvalue) that were adjusted during the setup (can also be changed in the 
advanced settings). 
As a starting point, the new values (Zero new and Span new) are also initialized with these 
values. 
The values Range org and Range new are calculated automatically from the zero and span 
values, so that is only for checking, you cannot enter these values manually. 
 
After entering the new values (zero and/or span) a new PVbias and PVratio value is calculated 
and sent to the corresponding TIO temperature controller channel. When these values get out of 
limit, you get a warning, please enter the correct values and the warning will disappear and the 
new calculated PVbias/ratio value will be written to the TIO. 
 
For further finetuning, it is still possible to manually enter the PVbias and PVratio value by hand. 
In this case you don’t have to enter the zero and span values. 
 
[BACK]  Return to the previous screen 
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[BACK]   Go back to previous screen 

[MAX TEMP TEST SPACE] Set maximum temperature guard for the channel.  

    CHANNEL 1: Max. temp test chamber 

    CHANNEL 2: Max. temp compressor 

[PV FILTER]   Filter in seconds on measurement signal 

[AUTO TUNING]  Set to 1 to invoke auto tuning. Before enabling this, the setvalue 

    must be stable and not changing and the PV measured value 

    also be stable. After a few on/off cycles the number will go back 

    to 0 and when the auto tuning was ok the new values will be set to 

    the controller. A movement in PV value is necessary in order to  

    perform this kind of tuning. 

    Warning: the system will now perform a few cycles with  

      100% power on/off, a dangerous situation with a 

      too high temperature can occur so perform this 

      on a safe and not too high temperature 

[OFF PVHI TEMP]  Guard maximum temperature (1=enabled, 0=disabled) that is  

    adjusted in the MAX TEMP setting button. 
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6.3 ADVANCED SET 

When you access the advanced settings a password of level 3 will be required. The following 

screen will appear: 

 

[BACK]  Go back to previous screen 

[SETVALUE LIM] Set limits of the setvalues that the operator can enter 

[SETUP PARAMS] Go to the setup parameters of the system. This can be used to   

   temporarily bypass specific sensors or warnings to enable service &  

   testing. 

[ANALOG IO]  Go to the analog IO signals overview screen of the TIO module. The  

   analog inputs can be viewed and when necessary, the analog outputs  

   can be manually controlled for testing purposes. 

[NEXT]   Go to the next screen 
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[BACK]  Go back to previous screen 

[DIGITAL IO]  Go to the digital IO testscreen of the DIO module. Here all digital input 

   signals can be viewed and tested, and the digital outputs can be manually 

   controlled to enable testing 

[TIO SYS INFO] Go to the TIO system parameters overview screen 

[DIO SYS INFO] Go to the DIO system parameters overview screen 

[GP4116 INFO] Go to the GP4116 touchscreen system parameters overview screen 
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6.3.1 SET SETVALUE LIMITS 

 

On this screen you can adjust the setvalues that the operator can adjust in the system. With the 

back button you return to the previous screen 
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6.3.2 SETUP PARAMETERS 

 
 

The setup parameters 1 screen gives info on the selected configuration (done in the setup). The 

ones on this specific page cannot be set but only viewed for reference. If you wish to change 

these specific parameters, re-invoke the setup procedure. 

 

APPLICATION TYPE   2 means pharma chamber selected (4ch TIOA) 

     3 means that 1x heat/cool is selected (2ch TIOB) 

SENSOR TYPE TEST SPACE TEMPERATURE 12 means Pt100 selected, 0:K, 7:T 

HEATING PRESENT   1 means yes, heating present 

OUTPUT TYPE HEAT  2 means: SSR heating control 

COOLING PRESENT   1 means: cooling present in system 

OUTPUT TYPE COOL  3 means: relay cooling control 

SENSOR TYPE COMPRESSOR TEMP  12 means Pt100 selected, 0:K, 7:T 

NUMBER OF CHAMBERS  2 (this value is currently not used yet, for    

     future developments) 

 

[BACK]  Go back to the previous screen 

[NEXT]   Go to the next screen 
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Same for this screen, the first 4 parameters can only be checked, when you wish to alter them, 

re-run the setup. 

The last parameter “COMPRESSOR CONTROL WITH DIO PRESENT” is the selection if the 

DIO for controlling the compressor is present in the system. When set to 1 it is present (default 

selection). It can be disabled for testing purposes. 

 

RH CONTROL PRESENT    1 means: RH control present in system 

SENSOR TYPE RH%     15 means 4-20mA sensor for RH% 

OUTPUT TYPE HUMIDIFY    2 means: SSR output for humidifier 

OUTPUT TYPE DEHUMIDIFY   3 means: relay output for dehumidifier 

COMPRESSOR CONTROL WITH DIO PRESENT 1 means: DIO present for compressor  

       control 

 

[BACK]  Go back to the previous screen 

[NEXT]   Go to the next screen 
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RESTART AFTER POWER FAIL    1: when temperature and/or RH%  

        control were on before the power  

        was switched off, the temperature  

        and/or RH% control will be restarted 

        after the power comes back. 

        0: when power comes back, both  

        temperature & RH% control will  

        always be switched off so an   

        operator needs to restart it. 

MAX TEMPERATURE TEST SPACE   Maximum temperature guard for 

        the test space (default 190C) 

MAX TEMPERATURE COMPRESSOR    Maximum temperature guard for 

        the compressor (default 100C) 

DIO: TEMP RH% % FAN CTRL OFF @ OPEN DOOR 1: switch temperature & RH%  

        control and fan digital output control  

        off when door opens. 

        0: leave temperature & RH% control 

        and fan digital output on when door 

        opens 

DIO: GUARD DI THERMAL (protection)   1: guard digital input,  

0: don’t look at digital input  

DIO: SWITCH DO OFF AFTER STARTUP    0: during startup, leave digital  

        outputs on the state they were  

        before power was switched off. 

        1: after communication with DIO is  

        restored (after restart), first switch all 

        digital outputs off until reaching  

        operation screen where they will be  

        controlled again. 
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CHECK SUCTION PRESSURE LOW   1: check if pressure gets below  

        minimum. 0: don’t check 

LOWEST RANGE OF COMPR. PRESSURE SENSOR [x-0.1Bar] 

        Default 1.0 (-1.0) Bar (low range) 

HIGHEST RANGE OF COMPR. PRESSURE SENSOR [x0.1Bar] 

        Default +25Bar (high range) 

RH% CTRL OFF WHEN PRESSURE TOO LOW  1: switch RH% control off when 

        pressure below minimum.   

        0: don’t switch off 

RH% CTRL OFF WHEN PRESSURE TOO HIGH  1: switch RH% control off when 

        pressure above maximum. 

        0: don’t switch off 

RH% CTRL STANDBY WHEN TESTSPACE TEMP <[°C] Default 8.0°C 

DIO: SIDE HEATING ON WHEN TESTSPACE TEMP < [°C] Default 10.0°C 

PASSWORD LEVEL FOR SETVAL/PROFILE CHANGE 0: no password for setvalue/profile 

        1: password level 1 needed  

        2: password level 2 needed 
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SUCTION AXLE COOL OFF WHEN TEMP COMPRESSOR < [°C]   Default 89.0°C 

SUCTION AXLE COOL ON WHEN TEMP COMPRESSOR >[°C]  Default 90.0°C 

SUCTION PRESSURE PROT OFF WHEN PRESSURE < [x0.1Bar] Default 2.3 Bar 

SUCTION PRESSURE PROT ON WHEN PRESSURE >[x0.1Bar]  Default 2.5 Bar 

SUCTION PRESSURE TOO LOW WHEN PRESSURE <[x-0.1Bar] Default 0.5 (-0.5)Bar 

TEMP CTRL OFF WHEN COMPR PRESS TOO LOW   1: switch temperature control 

         off when compressor   

         pressure too low. 

         0: don’t switch off 

TEMP CTRL OFF WHEN TEMP TESTSPACE TOO HI  1: switch temperature control 

         off when temperature   

         testspace too high 

         0: don’t switch off 

TEMP CTRL OFF WHEN TEMP COMPR. TOO HI   1: switch temperature control 

         off when temperature   

         compressor too high 

         0: don’t switch off 

AUTO PASSWORD RESET WHEN RETURNING TO OPERATE 1: reset password  

         0: don’t reset password 
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CHECK BURNOUT     1: check if sensor of specific channel has an 

       open electrical connection. 

       0: don’t check (for testing purposes) 

CHECK PVHI      1: check if sensor goes above maximum  

       (event 1) 

       0: don’t check (for testing purposes) 

 

You can speed up configuration by pushing the all checks off/on button.  

 

 
Please beware, that these settings are stored. Switching off maximum temperature 

protections can result in damage and/or a unsafe situation. Don’t forget to re-enable the 

safeties after testing has been completed. Or re-run the setup procedure, this also sets 

the system back to its factory default state. 
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6.3.3 ANALOG IO 
 

This screen can be used for testing purposes, all analog inputs (measurements) and outputs 

(actuators) can be viewed here. The analog outputs can be driven manually to enable operation 

testing of the process actuators. 

 

 
Look out with controlling analog outputs manually because damage and/or an unsafe 

situation can occur. 

 

 
 

On the left are the analog input channels of TIOA1. You see the temperature of the testspace, 

the compressor, as well as the RH% measurement and the pressure measurement (both in 

scaled version, Bar, as well as raw 4-20mA input value, 0.0-100.0%) 

 

Below the inputs you see the analog outputs driving the controls. You see the control % of the 

heater of the testspace, the cooler of the testspace, the humidifier (RH% increase) and the de-

humidifier (RH% decrease). 

 

When the temperature (or RH%) control is active, you see this on the right top. Set it to run to 

start operation and set it to stop to stop it again. When you switch it to run you can also select 

manual output. Some extra numbers will appear in orange, here you can enter a desired test 

percentage. 

If you enter for example 50.0% for heating, you get the solid state relay (with 2 sec control 

cycle) switching 1 sec on and 1 sec off. Same for the cooling side of the temperature control, 

when you enter a negative value, the system starts to cool (or de-humidify, RH% decrease). 

Since these outputs work with relay outputs (with 20 sec cycle time) a value of -50.0% will 

switch it for 10 seconds on and 10 seconds off.  

 

When leaving this screen, the control will be set back to automatic mode. 
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6.3.4 DIGITAL IO 
 

Only visible when DIO IO module is added to the system (optional) 

This screen can be used for testing purposes, all digital inputs and outputs (actuators) can be 

viewed here. The digital outputs can be driven manually to enable operation testing of the 

process actuators. 

 

 
Look out with controlling analog outputs manually because damage and/or an unsafe 

situation can occur. 

 

 
 
On the left side you will see all digital inputs. A 1 signal here means that the situation is ok. For 
reference, also the analog inputs are shown here. 
 
On the right you see all digital outputs. When you push the auto button, the control wil switch to 
manual operation and by pushing the small circle in front of the output you can manually control 
the specific digital output. By pushing auto again the control goes back to PLC of the system. 
 
When you leave this screen the control will be set back to automatic. 
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6.3.5 TIO SYS INFO 

 
 

These settings are only available for technically schooled personnel. Contact the 
supplier when in doubt of some settings since changing these settings to wrong values 

can result in wrong/bad operation of the equipment, but also in damage and unsafe 
situations for the equipment and the people operating it. 

 

 
 
TIO module must always be in RUN. You can set it to STOP if you need to configure 
engineering parameters. 
 
INTEGRATED OPERATION TIME MONITOR: Total time in hours the TIO module was  
       switched on 
 
HOLDING PEAK VALUE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE MONITOR [°C] 
       Maximum temperature ever detected on the 
       input of the TIO module 
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Here you can view the status of the event 1 for each channel (STATE MON, 1:event on, 0: 
event off) and re-configure how each event (used for maximum sensor value detection) 
behaves. For this the TIO module must be set to stopped mode since it is an engineering 
parameter. Don’t forget to put the TIO back into run state, otherwise the events are not 
active. 
 
When you made modifications here, you can re-run the setup to put the TIO module back to the 
factory default state. 
 

      
Here you can view the status of the event 2 for each channel (STATE MON, 1:event on, 0: 
event off) and re-configure how each event (used for maximum sensor value detection) 
behaves. For this the TIO module must be set to stopped mode since it is an engineering 
parameter. Don’t forget to put the TIO back into run state, otherwise the events are not 
active. 
 
When you made modifications here, you can re-run the setup to put the TIO module back to the 
factory default state. 
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6.3.6 DIO SYS INFO 

 
 

These settings are only available for technically schooled personnel. Contact the 
supplier when in doubt of some settings since changing these settings to wrong values 

can result in wrong/bad operation of the equipment, but also in damage and unsafe 
situations for the equipment and the people operating it. 

 
 

 
 
The DIO module must be set to run, otherwise the outputs are not driven.  

INTEGRATED OPERATION TIME MONITOR: Total time in hours the DIO module was  
       switched on 
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6.3.7 GP4116 SYS INFO 

 
 

These settings are only available for technically schooled personnel. Contact the 
supplier when in doubt of some settings since changing these settings to wrong values 

can result in wrong/bad operation of the equipment, but also in damage and unsafe 
situations for the equipment and the people operating it. 
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APPENDIX A. Passwords 

Level 1: 123 

Level 2: 4501 

Level 3: 1503 

Level 12: 789 

Level 13: 456 

Level 14: TEST3 

Level 15: INITIAL 

 

Note that sometimes you need to use CAPS (upper case) characters when it doesn’t work the 

1st time. 
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APPENDIX B. Re-run the setup 

 
Only execute this procedure when you are familiar with the setup procedure of the  

Climate Manager otherwise possible damage to the system  
and/or a dangerous situation can occur. 

 
 

When the Climate Manager starts up, it always checks if the TIO units are configured, if not it 
will automatically restart the setup procedure. 
 
You can also invoke this procedure manually when you installed a new (or repaired) TIO 
module. 
 
Please note, that the setup procedure only writes the values that differ from the default 
values that are inside the TIO module when they left the factory. It is advisable to preload 
the default values from a brand new working TIO module first into a repaired TIO module, 
BEFORE, running the setup. The RKC COM-K2 tool can be used for that (contact supplier 
for a COM-K2 tool). 
 
Restart the setup by going to the main-menu (house symbol on the operation screen), then to to 
the basics and push re-init. You can also reach the re-init, by pushing the left-top button for 
more than 5 seconds on the info screen. 
 

 
 
Press the start button and the setup will be re-started. 
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APPENDIX C. Assign IP address to the 

touchscreen (when Ethernet present in 

touchscreen) 

Note that the GP4116 touchscreen does not have an Ethernet port, so its IP address cannot be 
set. 
 
The touchscreen settings can be changed during operation by entering the touchscreen offline 
mode.  
 
This can be done by either pressing the upper right then the bottom left corner, or the upper left 
and then bottom right corner. Note that you need to push –inside- the black rectangle, but just 
on the edges of the corners. You need to push in a rapid “click-click way”, with finger (2) just 
after the finger that pushes (1). You must not push both fingers together, but –just- after 
another. 
  

 

The menu bar will now appear on the bottom or top of the screen: now immediately stop 
pushing, or it disappears again. Press the “Offline” button to enter the System menu. 

 

Go to the Touchscreen mode and touch “Main Unit Settings”. Now press “Ethernet Settings”: 
this will show the IP configuration screen.  
Press on the corresponding fields to bring up the keyboard and fill in the desired values. 
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Configure your touchscreen by using 
the following settings: 
 
 
 
IP-Address: 10.0.50.102 
Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0 
Port: 8000 
Gateway: 10.0.50.1 
 
Your new settings will automatically be 
saved  when you press enter. 
 

 
Now press “Exit” to terminate the offline mode and restart the touchscreen, the touchscreen can 
now be accessed at the IP address that is entered. 

 
Please make sure that you don’t set the same IP addresses inside a network, this 

will cause IP conflicts and the communication will not work.  

Here is a list of IP settings for the master and the slave(s). The subnet mask is 255.255.255.0 
for both master+slaves. The gateway must be 10.0.0.254 for the master+slaves. 
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APPENDIX D. Frequently asked questions 

D.1 I selected by mistake an extra IO module in the setup and 

now the system continuously gives a communication error, 

how to get out of this hang-up? 

When the system starts for the 1st time, it only checks the 1st TIO module (because that is 
always present in any system configuration). After selecting settings in het setup the initround is 
started and that tries to communicate with all IO modules. When you get to the communication 
error screen you push the [INFO] button. Keep the left-top corner pressed for more than 5 
seconds and a re-init can be done again so you can select the proper IO configuration. 

 

D.2 One of my TIO or DIO modules broke down and I need to 

replace them, what should I do, and in what order? 

- Power down the system, the touchscreen and its TIO/DIO modules completely. 
- Make sure you write down the exact serial numbers on the side of the module you wish to 

replace. E.g. Put them on a copier so you can use it for reference. 
- Make sure you get a replacement type with exactly the same letter and number 

combination! 

- Make sure that you set the round address switch and the small dipswitches on the side of 
the module exactly the same as the settings on the broken module. 

- Click the new module in the system and start the system 

- At startup, the systeem will see if the TIO module needs configuration. Please note that this 
is only done for TIO modules, but not for DIO modules, you need to re-init them manually 
from the setup screen. 

- When the system detects a TIO module that is not configured, it will automatically invoke a 
new setup procedure (see the previous chapters for this). 

 

 
DIO digital output external signaling modules must be manually re-initialized after 

replacement. There is no configuration detection.  
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D.3 I don’t know what went wrong with the 

setup/configuration and I wish to reset the touchscreen back 

to its factory defaults. 

 
Only proceed with this procedure if you are 100% sure about this, all stored 

settings, heating profiles and data logging inside the touchscreen (except the 
stored CSV files on the usb stick) will be erased from the backup memory. When 
this procedure is executed in the wrong order a re-load of the touchscreen at the 

supplier may be necessary 

 
First we need to get the touchscreen in the offline mode, this is not easy. For this you need to 
be in the main menu and push the corners of the screen, but just inside the black square, 
intermittently. If you see a gray bar appear: STOP, don’t push anywhere anymore! You need 
to push the screen intermittently (first push 1 and quickly after that 2), so don’t push both fingers 
at the same time. 
 

 
 
Now follow these steps after the gray bar appears, exactly in this order: 
1. Push the right top arrow until the “Initial” appears in the middle top of the screen 
2. Push “Initial” 
3. Push only “Initialize Backup SRAM” (and nothing else, otherwise a re-load at the 

supplier is necessary!!!) 
4. Enter system password: 1101+ enter 
5. Push Start 
6. Push Yes (if you are sure about this) 
7. Push Close 
8. Push Exit 
9. Push Yes 

 
The touchscreen will now restart in the factory default state. You can now perform a clean 
setup. To be 100% sure and also perform a re-init of the TIO/DIO modules.  
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D.4 I get low pressure, high temperature and sensor break 

alarms: how can I bypass this temporarily for testing? 

 
Only proceed with this procedure if you are 100% sure about this, since bypassing high 
temperature and low pressure alarms can result in damage and/or an unsafe situation. 

Always re-run the setup again after bypassing sensors and finding the problem. 
 

To bypass these alarms, we first must go to the setup screen from an alarm screen. Push the 
[INFO] button on the alarm screen. When you are on the info screen, keep the right-top corner 
pushed for more than 5 seconds. The advanced settings 1 screen will now appear and new 
errors will be bypassed when you are on this screen. 
Select [SETUP PARAMETERS] and go to the setup parameters 4 screen. Disable “check 
suction pressure low” to bypass the low pressure warning. You can also go to the setup 
parameters 6 screen and disable the burnout and/or pvhigh high temperature alarms. 
When leaving this screen, those settings will be stored. So re-run the setup to re-enable 
these alarm checks, otherwise damage and an unsafe situation can occur. 
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APPENDIX E. Functional control specification 

TIO Inputs     TIO Outputs 
CH1: Pt100 testspace temperature  CH1: SSR output testspace heater 
CH2: Pt100 compressor temperature CH2: relay output testspace cooler 
CH3:  4-20mA RH% measurement  CH3: SSR output humidifier (RH% increase) 
CH4: 4-20mA pressure compressor CH4: relay output testspace de-humidifier (RH%  
      decrease) 
 
DIO digital inputs    DIO digital outputs 
DI1: Discharge pressure ok  DO1: Alarm on 
DI2: Testspace temp ok   DO2: Side heating on 
DI3: Humidifier ok    DO3: Temperature control on 
DI4: Door closed    DO4: Climate control on 
DI5: Thermal testspace heater ok  DO5: Suction pressure protection on 
DI6: Thermal compressor motor ok DO6: Suction axle cooling on 
DI7: Thermal testspace fan ok  DO7: Testspace fan on 
DI8: Thermal edge heater ok  DO8:  Spare 
 
(for all channels, digital input status 1 means that the situation is ok. Digital output status 1 
means that it is on) 
 
CasCade description 
Basic setup software for temperature control on 1 setvalue (heat/cool) with climate control on 1 
setvalue (humidify/de-humidify). Pt100 measurement input for temperature and 4-20mA 
measurement input for humidity. 2 extra measurement inputs, one Pt100 for compressor 
temperature and 1 4-20mA measurement input for pressure sensor. For both extra 
measurement inputs an adjustable maximum value will be guarded, the whole control system 
will be switched off and a corresponding warning screen will appear (compressor temperature 
too high, pressure too low). On these screens a reset-button will appear when the situation is ok 
again. After restart the control of temperature and humidity will re-start (when they were on 
before the alarm situation occurred). 
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- Edge heating via relay, will be switched on when testspace temperature gets below 10°C or 
when the climate control is switched on 

- When temperature control is switched on with a button on the touchscreen, a digital output 
is also switched on. Same for the climate control. Below a testspace temperature of 8°C the 
climate control will be switched off automatically 

- The suction pressure protection will be switched on above 2.5 Bar to protect the compressor 
and below 2.3 Bar it will be switched off. 

- When the compressor temperature is above 90°C the suction axle cooling will be switched 
on and when the compressor temperature gets below 89°C the suction axle cooling is 
switched off 

- The touchscreen makes a datalogging of the measured test-space temperature, compressor 
temperature, RH% measurement and pressure measurement. It will also make a 
datalogging of the temperature and RH% setvalues. A CSV file can be exported to the USB 
stick.  
(Remark: the datalogging has an internal buffer of 10000 values, the default sampling rate of 
600s can be changed. The buffer is first in, first out. It can be configured to measure always, 
or only when temperature and/or climate control is active).  

- All adjustments, like PID, alarm settings, can be adjusted in a service menu and protected 
with a password. 
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- In alarm situation alarm relay is continuously on 

- All alarm digital input signals are “fail-safe” (1=ok situation, 0=alarm situation) 
- After alarm situation disappears (temperature or pressure within safe limits again) a reset 

button will appear. When pushed the system will restart control automatically 
- Extra door contact (1=door closed) added 

- Extra guarding on digital input signals for thermal protection are added for heating element 
testspace, compressor, fan and side heating of the door 

- PID settings are set to: temperature control (P=10°C, I=225s, D=8s), both for heat/cool side. 
Humidity control (P=4%, I=250s, D=0s), both for humidify/de-humidify side. 

- Maximum setvalue 180°C, minimum setvalue -40°C. For humidity 0-100%. Can be changed 
with a high level password 

- Maximum compressor temperature adjustable with high level password from +90 to +130°C. 

- -0.5Bar alarm value for low pressure alarm adjustable with high level password 
(remark: for testing purposes it can be disabled temporarily in case there are problems with 
the pressure measurement) 

- Pressure sensor range 4mA=-1Bar 20mA=+25Bar. Adjustable with high level password 

- Suction protection pressures adjustable with high level password 

- After recovering from a power failure it can be adjusted whether the control must restart 
automatically or by hand by the operator. Adjustable with high level password 

- Automatic climate control switchoff temperature (default 8°C) changeable with high level 
password 

- PLC Cycle time of 1 second (response to digital inputs) 
- When pressure drops below -0.5 Bar both temperature & RH% control are switched off. 

When pressure is higher than 0 Bar the reset button appears. After pushing reset both the 
temperature and RH% control are switched on again, but only when they were on before the 
low pressure alarm occurred 

- When door opens (signal 0) both temperature and RH% control are set to hold (standby). 
Fan relay goes off. After closing door (1 signal) temperature and RH% control + fan restart. 
No timer necessary. 
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APPENDIX F. PID temperature control algorithm 

 
When you keep the ratio between heating power and work mass the same  

you can use the same settings for most process conditions. Beware that a heat/cool 
process can behave differently for heating and/or cooling. 

 
 
PID control can be considered as the intelligence or “brain” of the controller. The same is when 
you are driving a car on the highway and wish to control the speed at 100 km/hr. Because of 
varying road conditions (different tarmac, driving up- or downhill) it is necessary to increase and 
decrease throttle to hold the desired speed. You will also notice that your foot automatically 
does this. 
Try to concentrate more on what you are actually doing, and you will notice that it is actually 
quite  
impressive on how the brain executes this apparently easy task. Your brain is now acting as 
some kind of very high level adaptive PID controller. 

F.1 A bit of history 

In the past century, when automation became more and more important in industry, 
mathematicians and engineers tried to find a way to integrate this knowledge into an automated 
system.  
 
PID controllers date back to the 1890s governor design. PID controllers were subsequently 
developed in automatic ship steering. One of the earliest examples of a PID-type controller was 
developed by Elmer Sperry in 1911, while the first published theoretical analysis of a PID 
controller was by Russian American engineer Nicolas Minorsky in 1922. Minorsky was 
designing automatic steering systems for the US Navy, and based his analysis on observations 
of a helmsman. 
Observing that the helmsman controlled the ship not only based on the current error, but also on 
past error and current rate of change. This was then made mathematical by Minorsky. His goal 
was stability, not general control, which significantly simplified the problem. While proportional 
control provides stability against small disturbances, it was insufficient for dealing with a steady 
disturbance, notably a stiff gale (due to droop), which required adding the integral term. Finally, 
the derivative term was added to improve control. 
 
Trials were carried out on the USS New Mexico, with the controller controlling the angular 
velocity (not angle) of the rudder. PI control yielded sustained yaw (angular error) of ±2°, while 
adding D yielded yaw of ±1/6°, better than most helmsmen could achieve. 
 
The Navy ultimately did not adopt the system, due to resistance by personnel. Similar work was 
carried out and published by several others in the 1930s. 
 
In the early history of automatic process control the PID controller was implemented as a 
mechanical device. These mechanical controllers used a lever, spring and a mass and were 
often energized by compressed air. These pneumatic controllers were once the industry 
standard. Later on the first electronic analog PID controllers were made with tube-amplifiers. 
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After the invention of the solid-state transistor things were progressing into analog solid state 
PID controllers and later, with digital IC technology, the first truly digital controllers were 
invented that make very advanced adaptable PID controllers possible under quickly varying 
process conditions. 

F.2 From theory to practice 

In order to fully understand a PID controller, an extensive and thorough mathematical 
knowledge of Laplace and Z-domain transformations is necessary. That goes too far for this 
manual.  
 
We therefore take a more practical approach and try to describe a PID controller in common 
language that almost everybody can understand. 
 
To make things easier we will start out with a very simple on/off controller, think of the old 
thermostat that was used in the past to control the temperature in a room (the modern types 
used nowadays are almost all PID controlled). 

F.2.1 ON/OFF control action 

ON/OFF temperature control is the simplest and least expensive form of control available. The 
output signal from a controller is either FULLY ON or FULLY OFF depending on the direction of 
the deviation between the set value and process value. 
The figure below shows the characteristics of an ON/OFF control action: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The ON/OFF control action takes place if any deviation from the set value occurs.  
 
This action responds quickly, but is sensitive to input noise which causes chattering (ON/OFF 
switching at short intervals). Therefore, in actual use,  the ON/OFF temperature control action 
has some hysteresis which is named dead band or control sensitivity. This prevents the quick 
chattering around the set value when the process value is very near. 
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F.2.2. Proportional action 

P stands for proportional action and is a multiplication factor of the deviation between actual set 
value and process value. Proportional action control is also referred to as P or gain in some 
control systems.  
 
With the proportional action, the controlled process no longer switches as a direct result of the  
deviation between set value and process value but controls this proportional to this deviation. 
 
The proportional action control is active within a user-definable zone around the set value, 
called the proportional band (Pb). When the process value (PV) enters the proportional band, 
the output  
becomes gradually smaller and the process value stabilizes somewhere within the proportional 
band. 
 
In the Heat Manager you set the proportional band in degrees, but beware that there are other 
brands of systems that set this value in a percentage of the measurement span. 
 
Proper adjustment of the proportional band will result in smooth control. However, it is very 
seldom, that the actual process value stabilizes exactly on the set value, and it usually becomes 
stable with some deviation from the set value, called offset.  
 
A high P value gives the control system a large band of modulation, the major disadvantage is 
that the reaction to the deviation can be quite slow.  
 
A too low P value, however gives an oscillating system where the process value continuously 
over- and undershoots the set value. We call that “hunting”, the controller hunts to reach the set 
value, 
 
Visualize this by thinking of the gas pedal in a car (with automatic transmission): a high P value 
is a gas pedal where you can push it very far in so you can control in an accurate way, but need 
to push it far in and out to reach the speed that you want.  
A low P value however is a gas pedal that has a very small travel, but controls the speed of the 
motor from idle to maximum rev with only a small push on the pedal. It is clear that this situation 
makes it also difficult to reach the speed you want: you over- and undershoot the speed all the 
time: more like a classic on/off control. 
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The “trick” is to reach the correct value where the oscillation is very low, but with a quick enough 
responsiveness to deviations. Large slow systems that react slowly to deviations generally need 
a higher P action than small quick systems. 
 

 

Note: Setting the P action to 0 will result in on/off control action. This will result in relatively 
large over- and undershoots. 
 

F.2.3 Integral action 

I stands for integral action. It takes a summation of the deviations between set value and 
process value from the past into account. This action is necessary for removing the small offset 
error that remains  
between set value and process value when only a P action would be used. 
 
The integral control action is also referred to as reset. The degree of integral action is expressed 
as an integral time in seconds. The purpose of the integral action is to automatically 
compensate for any steady state offset that is inherent with a controller that only works with a 
proportional action. 
 
The integral action moves or resets the proportional band up or down depending on the offset. 
The integral time of the controller is adjustable and determines how fast the proportional band is 
moved. 
 

 

 
A too high setting of the integral action will result in a very slowly reacting process with big over- 
and undershoots. 
 
A too low setting of the integral action will result in a control system that can never reach the set 
value exactly. There will remain a small offset error and the desired set value is not reached. 
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The trick here is also to reach the setting that more or less corresponds to the actual inertia of 
the system under control. 
 
Now we go back to the speed control of our car with the gas pedal. When you push in the gas 
pedal fully it takes some time to rev up the engine and speed up. Also when you let go of the 
pedal it takes some time to let the engine rev down. This is mainly because of mechanical 
inertia inside the engine. The weight of the car itself is also very important: a big heavy truck 
takes much more time to speed up then a small compact car.  
 
In a laboratory, on rollers, we determine the speed of the car as a function of the gas pedal 
position: this can now be considered as the P-action. 
 
This situation does not correspond to a real road situation where you have wind and different 
kinds of tarmac.  
 
To compensate for this the gas pedal needs to be pushed in a bit more (or less) depending on 
the situation. This last action can be considered as the integral action: it fine tunes the actual 
gas pedal setting, but in a very slow way, otherwise we overshoot the desired speed. 

F.2.4 Differential action 

The D stands for differential (or sometimes called: derivative) action. This takes the rate of 
change per time unit of a deviation between set value and process value into account. 
 
Differential action temperature control is also referred to as rate. The degree of differential 
action is expressed by the differential time in seconds. 
 
The controller measures the rate of the temperature increase per time unit and moves the  
proportional band to minimize overshoot. The output change is directly proportional to the rate 
of change in the process value (PV) per time unit. 
 
Theoretically speaking a heating process is a pure integrator and can be controlled by using 
only a P and I action (most slow processes are). Practice however shows that a small amount of 
D action can improve accuracy and especially responsiveness to changing external 
circumstances just a bit further. 
 
A D-action is often used in positioning systems (servo applications) where quick movements are        
performed. A D-action is also important in a tunnel furnace where the product load differs from 
time to time (sometimes no product feed), here the D-action is used to prevent over- or 
undershoot under various process load conditions that change more quickly than the integral 
time of the process itself. 
 
A too high D action will result in a very unstable process with large over- and undershoots. 
 
A too low D action will result in a system that does not respond quick enough (too late) to 
varying process conditions. This will also result in an unstable system with over- and 
undershoots. 
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F.2.5 Cycle time 

Another important setting in a PID controller is its cycle time. This time is the time span used by 
the controller to calculate how long a relay should be on or off. 
 
Here is an example: we have a mechanical relay that is driving a heating element and the cycle 
time is set to 15 seconds. 
When the controller output is 100% the relay will be continuously activated. When the process 
value goes a bit over the set value the controller starts to react to this by modulating the 
controller output back to a lower value, e.g. 50%. 
When the output is 50%, and the cycle time is 15 seconds, the relay will be on for 7.5 seconds, 
then switch off for 7.5 seconds, switch back on for 7.5 seconds, etc. etc. etc. 
 
When the controller output is only 10% the relay will be switched on for 0.1 x 15 = 1.5 seconds 
and then remain off for 15 – 1.5 = 13.5 seconds. 
 
The problem is that we introduce some kind of lag time into the system.  Of course it would be a 
good idea to set this cycle time as low as possible, because then the controller can react more 
quickly to varying process conditions. The major disadvantage is then, that the mechanical relay 
has to switch very quickly on and off. This will damage the contacts of the mechanical relay too 
quickly and wear them out too fast. 
As a compromise the cycle time has been set to 15 seconds for this purpose.  
 
When you make use of thyristor modules or solid state relays the cycle time can be set at the 
lowest possible value (0.1s) since these modules don’t have mechanical contacts. The 
controller output can directly drive the modules proportionally which will result in a quick 
response to varying process conditions and a more stable and accurate process control. 
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F.3 Work step-by-step and-by-one 

When you adjust a PID controller by hand, a lot of experience and, as the Germans say: 
“fingerspitzen gefuehl” is necessary. We consider this manual adjustment procedure more like 
an art than a science. 
 
It is very important that you have a graphic overview of the process values so you can see if 
your  
modifications give improvements (or not, then you need to move in the other direction).  
 
It is always best to first start by setting the I and D factors to 0 and only use the P-action. 
When you roughly “feel” how the process reacts to a step like change of the set value, you can 
try the addition of the I action to get the process value exactly on the set value. 
 
Later on you add the D action to improve responsiveness. 
 
After that, you start changing the P, I or D values one by one. Try doubling them, or halving 
them, and see how the process reacts to it. This procedure must be re-done until you are 
satisfied with the new settings.  
 
When you see a process value that is slowly oscillating with a small amplitude and long period 
towards the desired set value you are on the right track with these settings. 
 
We know from practice that the D action should be roughly 25% of the I action. Certainly not 
more. 

F.4 Auto tuning 

It is also possible to make use of the auto tuning feature in the Heat Manager. This is only 
possible when the controller is in a soak/dwell segment and the set value does not change over 
time. 
 
After enabling this feature the controller will perform a few test-cycles where it automatically 
tries to determine the PID settings based on so-called step-wise changes of the set value.  
 
After changing the controller output to maximum (or minimum) monitors the physical behavior of 
the process value and determines the settings based on oscillation amplitude and period. 
  
After performing many tests with various control systems, Ziegler and Nichols, derived formulas 
on how to convert the results of these tests into PID settings as a starting-point before actual 
fine tuning can take place. 
  
It sometimes takes a while before the system actually determines the new values during this 
auto tuning cycle. Please be patient and wait until you see the newly determined values appear. 
This can take some minutes and depends on how quickly the process reacts to the controller.  
 
If the controller was not able to determine the new values it will leave the PID settings on the 
values before the start of the auto tuning procedure. 
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Watch out:  these calculated PID values are only a rough indication of the actual perfect PID 
settings and –can- result in an unstable process, so keep in mind that manual 
fine tuning is often necessary. 

 
Important: only perform auto tuning when the process reached a stable state (controller  
  output and process value more or less stable). The set value must also be stable, 
  so this is only possible in a soak segment and not in a ramp up/down segment. 
 
Warning: Never execute an auto tuning procedure when the process conditions are not  
  stable. The software algorithm assumes  that all external factors with regard to  
  the process are not changing while performing this operation. 
 
Please remember, that a manually tuned controller almost always outperforms a controller that 
was set with auto tuning. Auto tuning is more or less a rough indication if you need some 
“direction” on where to start. 

F.5 Write down the newly determined PID values! 

It is very important, that you write down the newly determined PID values so you don’t lose 
these painstakingly difficult to determine values. 
 
A software upgrade, re-init procedure or controller module re-init (necessary after a 
replacement) will restore the PID values back to their default values as programmed in the 
sotware. 
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F.6 Common pitfalls 

A system that is oscillating around its set value, or reacting too slow to process variations, is 
almost always caused by a PID controller that needs fine-tuning. 
 
Beware when it takes many minutes of time for a process value to change after step-wise 
change of the set value. This is caused by a so-called dead-time in the process and is very 
difficult to overcome with PID settings in 1 PID loop alone. 
  
The most common solutions for these kind of process issues are:  
Measure more directly the actual product process value (bring sensor nearer to product). 
Make use of a so-called cascaded control system where we make use of a master-slave PID 
loop where the slave loop controls the heating to the process (with its separate sensor near the 
heater as process value input]. The set value for the slave comes from output of the master PID 
controller that measures the actual desired process value of the product. 
 
When you change a P-action, you also influence the I and D action responses in some kind of 
way. 
The same goes when you change the I or D action, everything is connected together more or 
less. Don’t start to move down in spiraling circles and change only 1 parameter at a time and 
verify very well if this improves the situation or not. 
 
A good idea is to always write down carefully what you are doing, so you begin to see a 
“pattern” in your workflow and take a few steps back, if desired. 
 
Don’t set the D action too high, since this very easily results in an unstable process control. Use 
this only for fine tuning after you set the P and I factors correctly. 
 
When you change an action you need to wait for the process to respond to the new situation. 
This can take many minutes and depends on the inertia of the process. Watch the recorder 
output of the process value to determine if it stabilizes or not. 
 
Generally speaking it is important to keep the ratio between heating power versus mass of the 
system the same, after determining the correct PID settings for your system. You can then use 
the same settings for different situations. 
 

F.7 More information 

Consult the internet on more information about this, there is an excellent Wikipedia page with 
much more information on this subject.  
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller 
 
Parts of this description comes from the website of RKC instruments,  
See: http://www.rkcinst.co.jp/english/control_01.htm 
 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller
http://www.rkcinst.co.jp/english/control_01.htm
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APPENDIX G. Tips for solving problems and 

possible alarm causes 

In the following part tips will be given on how to solve problems. Also possible causes of specific 
alarms will be discussed 

G. 1 First: check power supply and connections 

A lot of problems are being caused by external circumstances and bad cabling connections, so 

first check the power supplies (both 400/230VAC and 24VDC) and the connections between 

various parts. Check these connections electrically (measurements) as visually (is the cabling 

not molten/brown). 

 

First disconnect the GP4116 touchscreen and the TIO+DIO modules when there is doubt of an 

externally caused problem with the main powere supply 

 

The the thickness of the cabling that was installed by a 3rd party and specifically the thickness of 

the neutral cable. When this neutral cable fails 400VAC will come directly on the power supplies 

(that are normally supplied with 230VAC). These power supplies can behave strangely under 

these circumstances and become damaged beyond repair, even when at first it seems this is 

not the case. 

 

Disconnect the main power supply from the control system or disconnect the power supply 

connector. First measure in ohms if there is a short circuit inbetween the phases L1, L2 and L3; 

the phases L1, L2 L3 and the neutral and the phases L1, L2 L3 and the PE earth. When this is 

ok you can restore the main power supply to the system. 

 

Now measure the voltage between the phases L1, L2 and L3; this must be 400VAC. Don’t 

switch the 24VDC power supply on when the L1, L2 and L3 power supply is not ok! 

 

Check the voltage between the phases L1, L2, L3 and the neutral, this must be 230VAC. Check 

the electrical installation if this is not the case and don’t switch the equipment on when 

something is not ok. This will cause irrepairable damage that is not covered in the 

normal warranty. 

 

Always check visually if the neutral does not have a brown color (it must be light blue). When it 

is brown it can mean the neutral cable is overloaded and must be increased in size. 

 

Check the voltage between the phases L1, L2 L3 and PE earth, this must ALSO be 230VAC, if 

not, the PE/earth cable can be molten down or disconnected. Check the electrical installation 

visually if this is the case. 
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When all these checks were ok, switch the power to the 24VDC power supply on and check the 

24VDC power supply if the output voltage is 24VDC between the + output signal and the – 

output signal. 

 

Check again if the 230VAC+Neutral+PE/earthing is still connected correctly to the 24VDC 

power supply. 

 

When this is ok, switch the 24VDC power supply off and connect it to the GP4116 touchscreen 

and the TIO/DIO modules. After that switch the 24VDC power supply on. 

 

Check again if the 24VDC power supply still has a voltage of 24VDC under load of the 

touchscreen and TIO/DIO modules. If not, this can be caused by a short circuit. 

 

Check very thoroughly what happens during startup and that all systems re-start correctly. 

Check if a grey bar appears in the touchscreen, this is often caused by no RS-485 

communciation between the GP4116 touchscreen and the TIO/DIO modules. This in turn can 

be caused by a bad/wrong connection, wrong communication cable, back backplane 

connections of the TIO/DIO, no installed 120ohm bus termination resistor on the last module of 

the Modbus, bad 24VDC power supply and/or broken communication ports on the GP4116 

touchscreen and/or the TIO/DIO modules. 

 

Also use your smell to detect burnt electronics: when yes, immediately switch off and try to find 

where the problem is. When you smell electronics the damage is already caused and can only 

be repaired by replacing the broken parts with new ones, but only after has been verified that 

the same short-circuit that caused the problem in the first place is not there anymore, otherwise 

you also blow up a brand new replacement module. 
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G. 2 Communication failure TIO/DIO. Error code 526 (TIO) / 529 (DIO) 

Symptoms: communication does not start; grey bar under in the screen with RHAAXXX 

message like “failure to read/write TIO/DIO”, no green fail/run light on the TIO/DIO, no green 

flashing RX/TX light on the TIO/DIO.  

After a while the following screen appears (note: it can also be that the screen for DIO 

communication failure appears, the procedure and advice is the same). Please note that you 

only need to connect the GP4116 communication cable to the TIO and not the DIO! These 

signals are sent via the intercontroller bus over the backplane behind the TIO/DIO 

module. 

 
 

When you push [CABLING INFO] you get extra information on how to connect the TIO module 

to the GP4116 touchscreen: 

 

If this alarm appears continuously the cause can be the that cabling is not connected correctly 

(or is damaged) between the GP4116 touchscreen and the TIO module. 

Check if the bridges (red and blue wire) are present on the connector of the GP4116 

touchscreen. What is also possible, is that the A and B communication wire must be swapped. 

See chapter 1 on how to connect signals to the modules. Also see chapter 2 on how to 

configure the Modbus communication address (rotary switch on TIO/DIO) and the 

communication parameters to 38400bps N81 (small micro dipswitches on the side of the TIO 

and DIO). 

By keeping the left-top corner of the alarm screen pressed, you can restart the GP4116 

touchscreen. You can also push the [INFO] screen, from there you can perform other test/debug 

functions like re-starting the initialization procedure to disable a specific check/module, see 

chapter 4. 
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When the communication failure appears sporadically, it can be caused by: 

- Bad 24VDC on the GP4116 touchscreen and/or TIO/DIO modules (measure and check, 

replace power supply when in doubt) 

- Bad 120ohm bus termination resistor on the last module of the Modbus (in this case, the 

DIO between the A and B communication signals) 

- Check the cabling, sometimes the wires inside the cable are molten because of heat and 

this is not visible on the outside. Check if the cable touches hot parts of the machine 

somewhere. 

- Bad cabling used for the RS-485 modbus cabling, we have good experience with and advise 

Lapp Unitronic bus LD 2x2x0.22mm2 article number 2170204. This is 120ohm impedance 

corrected cable with better immunity protection. This cable is specifically developed for 

Modbus communication. The cable can be ordered per meter from Conrad electronic.  

- Bad PE/earthing of the equipment: check with a Megger if the earthing is still correct 

- Bad earthing of the cable. The screen of the communication cable must be earthed on both 

sides to provide prober shielding against external noise signals. 

- There is a machine in the vicinity that creates a lot of harmonics on the power supply. Use 

extra external filters and a separation transformer for the 230VAC control voltage to keep 

the harmonics outside the system. 

When you performed all these checks and cannot find a defect, the problem can be caused by a 

defect communication port of the GP4116 touchscreen, a defect communication port on the TIO 

and/or DIO or a faulty backplane under the TIO/DIO (or both). Test this by replacing parts one 

by one with a new one but only if you are 100% sure the short circuit/too high voltage is not 

still there otherwise you also blow up the new spare part. 

G. 3 Wrong setup configuration chosen in setup, some IO that was selected is not 

present in the system and causes a hangup. 

Sometimes you choose a wrong configuration in the setup that not corresponds to the actual IO 

configuration of the system. This can cause the that the initround that will configure the 

hardware gets in a hangup situation. You can use procedure describe in D.3 to get out of this. If 

you are on an alarm screen, you can push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard 

to the info screen in chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions 

that can also assist you in solving the problem. 
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G. 4 Temperature sensor broken and/or outside alarm limits. Error code 625 test space or 

compressor temperature / Error code 626: RH% or pressure 4-20mA measurement / Error 

code 630: temperature testspace or compressor too high / Error code 631: RH% or 

pressure measurement too high 

When this problem occurs, the following screen appears, this is just an example, it can be 

caused by all analog input signals. 

 

Note that you can have a so called sensor break, this happens when the TIO detects no closed 

loop circuit for either a Pt100, thermocouple or 4-20mA signal. This is most of the times caused 

by a broken electrical circuit. 

 
 

When a sensor break occurs the control will be switched off because of safety reasons and a 

reset button will appear after the problem is solved. You can also push in the left-top corner of 

the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 
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Another problem is the so called process value high alarm (PV high). This happens, when a 

specific sensor measures a value that is above the adjusted limit. It can also be caused by a 

malfunctioning sensor or bad electrical connection of the sensor. When this happens, a so 

called event is triggered in the TIO module. When desired, an extra DIO module can be added 

with its outputs connected to this event, this can in turn be used for external signalling/alarm and 

safety features. 

 

The following screen appears (just an example, it can be triggered by all analog input signals) 

 
 

When a process value high occurs the control will be switched off because of safety reasons 

and a reset button will appear after the temperature is within its limits again. You can also push 

in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 
Please beware, because an analog input that measures the actual process values wrong 

can result in damage and/or a dangerous situation. Check the measurement input with a 

proper calibrator when in doubt! 

 

Check the advanced settings screens, here you can adjust the limit settings that cause these 

alarms.  In these advanced settings you can also temporarily bypass these alarms for testing 

purposes. Don’t forget to re-enable the safeties again after finding and solving the 

problem. When you perform a re-init procedure all settings and the safety settings will be set 

back to the factory defaults. 

 

Please note the orange error codes: this is for the customer so he can easily identify the error 

type for you and you don’t get a long discussion what is really the problem. These numbers are 

unique and can be traced back directly to the software for debugging purposes. So always give 

this error code if a specific cause of an alarm must be traced back to the software.  
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G. 5 Bad or wrong measurement on a temperature sensor 

This is often caused because the sensor is not positioned in a position in the process. The 

position is not representative for the actual temperature of the product in the process. 

 
Please beware, because an analog input that measures the actual process values wrong 

can result in damage and/or a dangerous situation. Check the measurement input with a 

proper calibrator when in doubt! 

 

It can also be caused by: 

- Wrong thermocouple cable, use the correct type the the specific thermocouple, here is an 

overview of the most common types in use, with their specific wire colors for polarity 

-  
- Another thermocouple type chosen in the setup than what is actually installed in the 

equipment. In the advanced settings/setup parameters can be verified what type is chosen 

in the setup. Perform a re-init when a wrong type was chosen.  

- Thermocouple compensation cable is polarity twisted on both the sensor- and TIO analog 

input side. At ambient temperature, the measured temperature “looks” ok, but it is deviating 

at higher temperatures. When in doubt, check with a proper thermocouple simulator, set to 

the correct thermocouple type and when possible, with thermocouple break detection off 

(this influences the measurement in a negative way). 

- There is sometimes, or all the time, a short-timed short circuit in the thermocouple cabling 

(or in the thermocouple itself). When in doubt: replace the sensor wiring and/or the 

thermocouple itself. Also check if there is no short circuit between the sensor and a 

heating element. 
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- When the sensor is very thin and sensitive, the measured value can be filtered to it gets 

more stable. We advise against this, but it can be adjusted in the basic settings/pid set 

menu. The default value is 1 second, but it can be increased. This will result in a slower 

measurement/control and extra overshoot/undershoot of the control, so the PID 

settings must be re-tuned. After performing a re-init the default setting of 1 second is put 

back on each measurement.  
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G. 6 Control not ok, too much overshoot/undershoot 

This is often caused by a sensor that is not placed in a representative spot of the process so it 

does not “feel” the same process conditions as what the product in the process feels. All 

improvements on this process part will result in a better control. 

 

Bad control can also be caused by wrong PID settings. These can be adjusted in the basic 

settings/PID SET screens. Currently the values as specified by the customer are set but they 

can be adjusted. Please note that a specific PID setting for a certain combination of 

mass/heating (or cooling) power ratio the PID can only be re-used in another situation, where 

you have the same mass/heating (or cooling) power ratio. 

 

It is also preferable to have the shortest control cycle time as possible, this enables a more 

quick response to changing conditions in the process. For example: a heating control with a 

solid state heating (with a default cycle time of 2 seconds) will result in a more tight temperature 

control than one with a normal relay (with a default cycle time of 20 seconds, to prevent too 

quick damage on the contactors). 

 

Another cause of a too slowly reacting process, is a much too thick and heavy sensor that lags 

the actual process conditions. The placement of a thinner sensor will improve the response to 

changing process conditions enormously. 

 

When in doubt: check the measurements with a proper process calibrator (set to the correct 

type of sensor) and when using thermocouple simulation: with disabled thermocouple break 

detection, since this influences the measurements in a negative way. Put an extra sensor near 

the suspicious sensor that is used for the actual control and verify operation. 

 

Check if a sensor is not touching a heating element or another part of the equipment. The 

sensor controlling a specific property must also only measure that specific property. 

 

When there is a continuous fixed absolute deviation, you can adjust this by adjusting the so 

called PVbias setting (basic settings/PID set). We strongly advise against this, since it is 

actually caused by a problem caused by sensor placing/sensor performance and not 

caused by the measurement itself. You are solving the problem not in the right spot (sensor)so 

beware. 

After performing a re-init procedure all PVbias settings will be set back to 0 (default value). 

 

What also helps in a heat only process (so only heating, no cooling), is switching the control 

type to heat/cool. After reaching the desired setvalue, the heating output control is immediately 

switched off, this can prevent an unwanted overshoot.  
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G. 7 Relay actuator is switching too quickly 

This can be caused because a SSR (solid state) actuator is chosen in de setup, while in 

the equipment an actual relay is being used. Normally speaking a cycle time of 2 

seconds is advisable for a SSR and 20 seconds for a normal relay (a shorter periode 

will shorten the lifetime of the mechanical contacts).  

You can change this manually in the basic settings/PID SET PR.CYC.TIME setting 

(process cycle time) of each control channel. When you run the re-init procedure, the 

settings will be set to the values chosen in the setup. 

 

G. 8 Do I have the latest software version? 

This can be checked in the main menu\info screen. Here you find the FIRMWARE VERSION, 

for example 101.004. You can also verify this with the metallic software version sticker on the 

back of the GP4116 touch screen. 
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G. 9 I changed many settings of the TIO/DIO module by hand, now I don’t trust the 

configuration anymore. How can I set them back to factory defaults? 

With the COM-K2 tool (check appendix H for starting up a COM-K2 connection) you can reload 

the TIO and/or DIO module with the factory configuration with a so-called .CSV file. You can 

create such a file yourself with a COM-K2 tool using a brand new module (that hasn’t been 

initialized yet by the GP4116 screen for the box, or ask the supplier to send these configuration 

.CSV files. You can also make a parameter backup of configured modules to store them with 

your project documentation and easy/quick service on location. 

 

First disconnect the GP4116 touchscreen so it does not write anymore to the TIO/DIO modules 

and make a connection to either the TIO or DIO for reconfiguration, start the config tool and load 

the configuration .CSV file into it with FILE\READ FILE (File->PC) 
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Navigate to the directory where you stored the .CSV configuration files, select it and push Open. 

 
 

Now select file-all set (pc->controller) to enable the loading of the config file to the module. 

 

 
 

Confirm that you want to do this and the module will be re-initialized.  

After loading of the configuration .CSV file into the TIO/DIO modules, you need to perform a re-

init procedure with the GP4116 touchscreen. So before doing so you need to know the 

hardware configuration of the equipment (check your own documentation) with regard to sensor 

and actuator types of the process. See chapter 2 for this procedure. You can check the existing 

configuration in the advanced settings/setup parameters screen (make a picture of those 

screens). 
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G. 10 The touch screen does not react correct to the position where I press 

This can be re-calibrated. Go to the offline screen by pushing continuously and intermittently 

left-bottom/right-top corners of the screen. At a certain time a grey bar will appear, stop pushing 

immediately. 

 
In this grey bar you see [Offline] and [Reset], push the [Offline] button. 

 

In the top of the screen you will see [Home], [Main Unit] and [Peripheral] and an arrow to the 

right of it. Push the right arrow. 

Now you see [Password], [Initial] and [Maintenance], push [Maintenance] 

Select [Calibration]. 

 

Now you take a pen with a plastic/soft tip and push as exact as possible in the middle of the 

crosses that are shown by the screen. Don’t use your fingers, that is not exact enough. 

 

Push [Exit] and [Yes], the touchscreen will restart. 
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G. 11 Alarm screen suction pressure too low. Error code 632 

When the pressure sensor detects a pressure below the adjusted minimum limit (see advanced 

settings, setup params, default -0.5Bar) the following screen appears: 

 

 
 

You can see the actual pressure being measured and an error code. Both the temperature 

and/or humidity control are switched off (when they were on) and the system waits until the 

pressure rises above 0 Bar, after that a reset button will appear. You can now reset the error 

and when the temperature and/or humidity control are restarted (when they were on before the 

error occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

For testing purposes, the error can be bypassed temporarily by setting the parameter CHECK 

SUCTION PRESSURE LOW to 0 on the basic settings/advanced/setup parameters 4 screen.  

 
Remember to enable it again after the problem was solved, otherwise damager can occur 

or an unsafe situation can arise. 
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G. 12 Alarm discharge pressure too high. Error code 633 

When the digital signal “discharge pressure ok” is 0 (not ok), the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Both the temperature and/or humidity control are switched off (when they were on) and the 

system waits the digital signal “discharge pressure ok” becomes 1 again, after that a reset 

button will appear. You can now reset the error and when the temperature and/or humidity 

control are restarted (when they were on before the error occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

This alarm cannot be bypassed in the software, to bypass it you need to connect a bridge wire 

from the corresponding digital input to 0VDC. 
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G. 13 Alarm test space temperature too high. Error code 634 

When the digital signal “testspace temp ok” is 0 (not ok), the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Both the temperature and/or humidity control are switched off (when they were on) and the 

system waits the digital signal “testspace temp ok” becomes 1 again, after that a reset 

button will appear. You can now reset the error and when the temperature and/or humidity 

control are restarted (when they were on before the error occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

This alarm cannot be bypassed in the software, to bypass it you need to connect a bridge wire 

from the corresponding digital input to 0VDC. 
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G. 14 Alarm error at the humidifier. Error code 635 

Note that as of software verions V101.004 this only results in a warning text on the 

operation screen, both the temperature & humidity control remain  

When the digital signal “humidifier ok” is 0 (not ok), the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Both the temperature and/or humidity control are switched off (when they were on) and the 

system waits the digital signal “humidifier ok” becomes 1 again, after that a reset button will 

appear. You can now reset the error and when the temperature and/or humidity control are 

restarted (when they were on before the error occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

This alarm cannot be bypassed in the software, to bypass it you need to connect a bridge wire 

from the corresponding digital input to 0VDC. 
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G. 15 Alarm thermal protection compressor motor not ok. Error code 636 

When the digital signal “th. Compressor motor ok” is 0 (not ok), the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Both the temperature and/or humidity control are switched off (when they were on) and the 

system waits the digital signal “th. Compressor motor ok” becomes 1 again, after that a 

reset button will appear. You can now reset the error and when the temperature and/or humidity 

control are restarted (when they were on before the error occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

In the basic settings/advanced/setup parameters 3 screen the corresponding signal DIO 

GUARD DI THERMAL can be disabled (set to 0) for testing purposes. 

 
Remember to enable it again after the problem was solved, otherwise damager can occur 

or an unsafe situation can arise. 
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G. 16 Alarm thermal protection testspace fan not ok. Error code 637 

When the digital signal “th. Testspace fan ok” is 0 (not ok), the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Both the temperature and/or humidity control are switched off (when they were on) and the 

system waits the digital signal “th. Testspace fan ok” becomes 1 again, after that a reset 

button will appear. You can now reset the error and when the temperature and/or humidity 

control are restarted (when they were on before the error occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

In the basic settings/advanced/setup parameters 3 screen the corresponding signal DIO 

GUARD DI THERMAL can be disabled (set to 0) for testing purposes. 

 
Remember to enable it again after the problem was solved, otherwise damager can occur 

or an unsafe situation can arise. 
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G. 17 Alarm thermal protection edge heater not ok. Error code 638 

When the digital signal “th. Edge heater ok” is 0 (not ok), the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Both the temperature and/or humidity control are switched off (when they were on) and the 

system waits the digital signal “th. Edge heater ok” becomes 1 again, after that a reset 

button will appear. You can now reset the error and when the temperature and/or humidity 

control are restarted (when they were on before the error occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

In the basic settings/advanced/setup parameters 3 screen the corresponding signal DIO 

GUARD DI THERMAL can be disabled (set to 0) for testing purposes. 

 
Remember to enable it again after the problem was solved, otherwise damager can occur 

or an unsafe situation can arise. 
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G. 18 Alarm thermal protection testspace heater not ok. Error code 639 

When the digital signal “th. testspace heater ok” is 0 (not ok), the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Both the temperature and/or humidity control are switched off (when they were on) and the 

system waits the digital signal “th.  testspace heater ok” becomes 1 again, after that a reset 

button will appear. You can now reset the error and when the temperature and/or humidity 

control are restarted (when they were on before the error occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

In the basic settings/advanced/setup parameters 3 screen the corresponding signal DIO 

GUARD DI THERMAL can be disabled (set to 0) for testing purposes. 

 
Remember to enable it again after the problem was solved, otherwise damager can occur 

or an unsafe situation can arise. 
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G. 19 Door open warning 

When the digital signal “door closed” is 0 (not ok), the following screen will appear: 

 
 

Both the temperature and/or humidity control are switched into standby (when they were on) 

and the system waits the digital signal “door closed” becomes 1 again, after that the 

temperature and/or humidity control are restarted (when they were on before the error 

occurred). 

 

You can also push in the left-top corner of the screen for more than 5 seconds, this will reset the 

system. 

You can also push the [INFO] button and follow the advice with regard to the info screen in 

chapter 4. From the info screen you can invoke various debug functions that can also assist you 

in solving the problem. 

 

In the basic settings/advanced/setup parameters 3 screen the corresponding DIO TEMP, RH% 

% FAN CTRL OFF @ OPEN DOOR signal can be set to 0 for testing purposes. Then this signal 

is not used.  

 

It can also be, that a badly adjusted door sensor causes these problems, so check and 

rattle the door.  

Also note that a proximity switch is temperature dependent, at higher temperatures 

(when in operation) the detection distances must me closer than in cold/room 

temperature conditions. So adjust a proximity switch not too critically and on a high 

operation temperature. 

 
Remember to enable it again after the problem was solved, otherwise damager can occur 

or an unsafe situation can arise. 
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APPENDIX H. Connecting the RKC-COMK2 

configuration tool to the TIO/DIO module for 

adjusting parameters that are not in the standard 

initround 

The COM-K2 configuration tool (available from your supplier) is an interface between a normal 

windows based PC and the so-called “loader port” on the left-top front of a TIO/DIO module. All 

parameters of the module (except the communication address and settings) can be checked 

and adjusted.  

1. Put the the black connector in the loader port of the TIO/DIO on the left-top front of a 

TIO/DIO module and into the USB port of your laptop (always use exactly the same 

USB port, because windows maps the same COM port on the same USB port). 
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1. Start the WinUciRb application (download on this page: 

http://www.rkcinst.co.jp/english/soft/index.asp) 

  

    

You can also download the windows driver for the COM-K2 on this page: 

 

  

http://www.rkcinst.co.jp/english/soft/index.asp
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2. Choose direct mode 

 
 

3. Choose the correct comport on which Windows mapped the COM-K2 interface (see 

device manager-hardware, Win10: click on searching in windows magnifier glass en type 

in device manager) And click ok 

4.  

 
 

5. The loader port communication will now start the the following screen will appear, first go 

to “Operation” to see if the TIO is in RUN mode. Note: switch to stop to enable setup 

of engineering parameters. In STOP mode all control is off, don’t forget to put it 

back to running (or restart the GP4116 touchscreen) to enable control again. 
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6. This is how to set the TIO to STOP mode (so the engineering parameters can be 

configured), from the operation screen, select STOP and push on [SELECTING]. Only 

when you push [SELECTING] it will write 1x a parameter to the TIO. By pushing 

[POLLING] it will read 1x from the module. Continuous read/write is not possible, 

only 1x read (polling) and 1x write (selecting). Sometimes this can be confusing at 

first. When the TIO is in STOP mode you can configure the engineering items. Don’t 

forget to put it back to RUN mode otherwise normal control is not possible.  

 

 
WARNING: Be cautious when modifying engineering settings, since damage and/or an 

unsafe situation can occur.  

The initround only writes parameters that differ from the original factory settings, so NOT 

ALL parameters. When in doubt of certain parameters: reload the TIO with the COM-K2 

tool with a .CSV file taken from a fresh new module out of the box and load that in the 

suspicious one, after that, perform a re-init by the GP4116 touchscreen. Then you are 

back to a proper factory default init that has been tested. 
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APPENDIX I. Notes 

 


